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The subject!); this work is the j;onverg~l'Iceof infinite coolinurcd fractions whost'
coefficknts are analytic functions which take their values in the space of bounded
linear opc::rators on a complex Hilbert space, By appropriately combining a
prior result of Fair with Vitali's theorem, we show that convergence under the
uniform operator topology occurs 00 certain angular regions of the complex
plane whenever the operator coefficknts are commutative, invertible, and satisfy
certain conditions on their numerical ranges,

W. Fair [2] has recently published a result concerning the convergence of
an infinite continued fraction whose coefficients are positive invertible
commuting bounded linear operators on a Hilbert space. On the other hand,
electrical networks whose resistive, inductive, and capacitive elements are
operators of this type do have physical significance [8]. Moreover, the
driving-point lm~edance of any such infinite ladder nelwClfx lS formally an
infinite continued fraction having a form similar to that considered by Fair
but whose coefficients are analytic operator-valued functions on a half-plane.
It is therefore of interest to establish conditions under which the latter infinite
continued fraction converges. This is the objective of the present paper, and
it is acheived by appropriately combining Fair's theorem with Vitali's
theorem.

Actually, our analysis can be extended quite easily to continued fractions
having a mOTt>; general form than that allowed by electrical networks; this
we shall do. The special cases that are of significance for ladder networks are
obtained by setting m = I in Section 2 and m = 1/2 in Section 3. Moreover,
we investigate three classes of continued fractions. The first of these is
discussed in the next section and has as its prototype the continued fraction
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generated by a ladder network containing resistors, inductors, and capacitors.
The other two are discussed in the last section and correspond to ladder
networks with only resistors and inductors or, alternatively, with only
resistors and capacitors.

In the following, C is the complex plane, H is a complex Hilbert space,
and I is the identity operator on H. The inner product for H is denoted by
(-, '). By an "operator" we mean a bounded linear operator on H with range
in H. [H; Hl denotes the space of all operators and is endowed with the
uniform operator topology. We use the standard notation

(1)

for a finite continued fraction whose partial numerators are unity and whose
partial denominators are Bk •

Essential to our discussion is the following.

FAIR'S THEOREM. Let {Bk}~~lbe a sequence ofpositive commuting members
of [H; Hl such that Bk > SJ, where the Sk are positive numbers and
L:~l Sk = 00. Then, each Sn E [H; Hl, and {Sn}:~l converges under the
uniform operator topology.

2

The coefficients of the continued fractions in which we are interested are
members of certain classes of analytic functions, which we denote by f!JJm

and f!JJi.m and define as follows. We let m be a real number such that
1/2 ~ m < 00 and set

Cm = g E C: I arg ~ I < 7T/2m}.

(We are, of course, using the principal branch of the "arg" function.) We also
specify that the origin does not belong to Cm • Thus, Cm is an open set. For
any fixed ~ E Cm , we let

Qm.• = {,\ E C: Iarg'\ I ~ m I arg ~ I}

and take the origin to be a member of Qm•• ' Thus, Qm.• is a closed cone
whose sides make an angle that is less than 7T and has the real axis as its
bisector. Finally, W[B] denotes the numerical range of the operator B; that is,

W[B] = {(Ba, a): a E H and II a II = I}.

W[B] is a bounded set whenever B is a bounded operator.
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DEFINITION I. 9 m is the set of all analytic operator-valued functions F
on Cm such tbat, for each ~ E Cm , W[F(0J C Qm,{ •

We mention in passing that FE & m if and only if the following three
conditions hold~ Fa1 /m) is an analytic function of ~ on the domain C1 .

For every ~ E Cl and every a E H, Re(F('1/m)a, a) ~ (); that. is, F({l/m) l~

accretive, For e~ch u > 0, £(17) is ~df-adjoint. The "only if" part of this
assertion is dear, and the "if" part fellows from a standard result concerning
positive-real functions [6, Theorem 5].

DEFINITION 2. 9 i .m is the set of all FE 9 m such thid, for each ~ E Cm ,

W[F(0] is ':lounded away from the origin.
If F E 9,.m 1 then Fa) is invertibLe for every ~ E em . Indeed, the spectrum

A~F(P1ofF(') j~ cDntai.n~din the d6sure of WlF,P1 ~4, p. 1\ \~, and therefore
the origin is Det in A[F(0], which Implies our assertion,

As an example of an FE 9 i .m • we have the finite sum

q

Fm ~ L A1>~r~,
1>~1

(2)

where the e,ll;ponents r'P are real numbers satisfying -m ~ r:II ~ m and the
coeftkients A" are ?c~itiY~ operators with at \.ea~' ~;ne of them beingimerti\71e.
(Here again, when r1> is not an integer, the principii} hranch of ,r~ is
understood.) Indeed, W[Fm] is clearly contained in JI",,-, for each ~ E Cm •

Moreover, the positivity and invertibility of one of the coefficients, for
example, Ak , implies that WeAk] is real and inf WeAk] > S for some real
S > 0 because inf WeAk] is in the spectrum of Ak . Consequently, for every
~ E Cm , W[FW] is bounded away from the origin ':ly at least the distan~

S cos 8, wh~re () = m I arg {[ < nf2,
A similar argument esta"Dlishes the feijnwing lemma.

LEMMA 1. IfFE 9 i ,m and G E :?m , then F + G E fJ'i,"'" •

LEMMA 2. Let F E £'}Ji,m and let £-1 denote the function ~ ~ [Fa)]-1. Then,
F-1 E 9 i ,m'

Proof Tn,<tt F-1 is analytk at every point ~ wher~ F tS an,<tlytic and F(D
is invertiDle can be shown in the SClme way as in the ~~alar case. (See Ref 1,
Problem IU 5-L)

Now, by the invertibility ofFa), given any a E H with /I a 1/ = 1 we can find
abE H such thatFWb = a. TherefDre, (F-1Wa, a) = (F({)b, b), where the bar
denotes the complex conjugate. Moreover, N ~ II b II ~ II F-1WII, where
N> 0 is a lower bound on F-l(0. (See Ref. I, pp. 155-156.) It follows that
W[F-1(0] is contained in the union of all sets o:W[FCrn, where 0: varies
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through the interval N2 ~ ex ~ II F-1mtt2• But, W[Fm] is a bounded subset
of Qm .• and is bounded away from the origin. In view of the fact that
Qm .• = Qm.", we can conclude that W[F-l(O] has the same properties as
W[Fm]. So, truly, F-l E f!lJi.m •

The next theorem is the main conclusion of this work and is concerned with
the functions Zn: Cm ->- [H; H], where

(3)

n is any positive integer, and the F k are members of f!lJi.m • We also consider
the function Yn : Cm ->- [H; H] defined by

1 I 1
ynm = F2W + F3m + ... + FnW . (4)

It follows immediately from Lemmas I and 2 that both Zn and Yn are
members of f!lJi,m •

The symbol J appearing in condition (iii) below denotes a subset of the
real positive axis having a finite positive point of accumulation. In regard
to condition (ii), for any set XC C, Re X denotes {Re x: x EX}.

THEOREM 1. Assume that the coefficients in (3) satisfy the following
three conditions:

(i) Fk E f!lJi,m for every k.

(ii) Given any compact set E C Cm , there exists a constant S > 0 such that
inf Re W[Flm > S for all , E E.

(iii) There exists a J such that,for each a E J, the Fia) commute with each
other and Fia) > ok(a)I, where the ok(a) are positive numbers satisfying
L:=l Sk(a) = 00.

Then, for every 'E Cm , {Zi')}:~l converges in the uniform operator
topology, and the convergence is uniform with respect to , in any compact subset
ofCm ·

Before proving this theorem, let us point out an example that satisfies the
theorem's hypothesis. If every F k has the form of (2) with the same conditions
on rp and A p as before, then conditions (i) and (ii) are satisfied. If, in addition,
every coefficient A p commutes with all the other coefficients in all of the terms
FkW, then the commutativity assertion in condition (iii) is fulfilled. Finally,
a sufficient (but by no means necessary) condition for the satisfaction of the
rest of condition (iii) is the following. For every k, there exists a term Ak.P"k.V
in the finite sum for Fk(O such that Ak.P > SkI, where the Sk are positive
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numbers and L~I I)k = 00. In this case, the set J can be taken to be the real
positive axis.

When all rk.'P are equal to either -1,0, or 1, we have the form for the
driving-point impedance of an infinite resistor-inductor-capacitor ladder
network.

ProofofTheorem 1. Ifan invertible operator A is such that infRe W[A] >
S > 0, then II A-I II < I)-I. Indeed, for every a E H, I) II a 112 < Re(Aa, a) z:;
II Aa IIII a II so that I) II a II < II Aa II or equivalently II A-I II < I)-I.

Now, let E and I) be as in condition (ii). Since Yn E Pi .m , we have, for every
~ E E and for all n, that

Upon identifying A with the invertible operator [Zn(m-I = Fl~) + YnW,
we see that II Zim < I)-I for every ~ E E and for all n.

On the other hand, for a fixed U E J, the Fk(u) are positive operators and,
by condition (iii), satisfy the hypothesis of Fair's theorem. Hence, {ZiU)}':I
converges in the uniform operator topology for each u E J. Since E can be
chosen as any compact subset of Cm , we may now invoke Vitali's theorem
[5, p. 104] to conclude that {Zn(m:~1 converges in the uniform operator
topology for each ~ E Cm and that the convergence is uniform on every
compact subset E of Cm •

COROLLARY I a. In addition to the hypothesis of Theorem I, assume that F2

also satisfies condition (ii). Let Z denote the limit of{Zn}:~1 . Then, Z E f!lJi,m •

Proof As n -- 00, (Znma, a) -- (Zma, a) for every ~ E Cm and every
a E H. But, (Znma, a) E [Jm" , and therefore so too is (Zma, a). In other
words, Z Ef!lJm • By the same considerations, the limit Y of {Y..}:~I exists and
is a member of f!lJm' Since FI E f!lJi,m, Lemmas 1 and 2 indicate that
FI + Y E f!lJi,m and Z = (FI + y)-I E f!lJi.m •

Before leaving this section, we mention that, if condition (iii) is replaced by
the weaker assumption that all the Fiu) commute for each u E J, it can still
be shown through much the same kind of reasoning that {Z2n-Ia)}:=1 and
{Z2n(~)}:~1 converge in the strong operator topology uniformly on every
compact subset of Cm • Moreover, the limits of both sequences are members
of flJi,m '

3

We now take up the continued fractions whose prototypes are the driving
point impedances of resistor-inductor or resistor--eapacitor ladder networks.
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We again let 1/2 ~ m < 00 and define Cm as before. For any fixed' E Cm ,

we define the closed set em,. as follows.

em,. = {,\ E C: 0 ~ arg'\ ~ 2m arg ,}

em,. = {,\ E C: 2m arg' ~ arg'\ ~ O}

The origin is taken to be a member of em,•.

when

when

1m' ? 0;

1m' ~ 0;

DEFINITION 3. vHl,m is the set of all analytic operator-valued functions F
on Cmsuch that W[F(m c em,. for every' E Cm . vHli,m is the set ofFE vHl,m
such that, for each' E Cm , W[F(m is bounded away from the origin.
Similarly, vH2,m is the set of all analytic operator-valued functions F on Cm

such that W[F(m c em,~ for every' E Cm . (~denotes the complex conjugate
of {.) vH2i ,m is the set of all FE .lt2,m such that, for each' E Cm , W[F({)l is
bounded away from the origin.

In much the same way as Lemmas 1 and 2 are established, we can prove the
following.

LEMMA 3. IfF E vHli,m and G E vHl.m , then F + G E Jt li,m • IfF E vH2i,m
and G E vH2,m , then F + G E vH2i.m .

LEMMA 4. Let F-l denote the function' 1---* [F(m-1• If FE vH1i,m, then
F-l E vH2i ,m . IfFE Jt2i ,m , then F-l E vHli,m .

In the following we again define Zn , Yn , and J as before. Pm,. denotes the
projection of C onto the bisector of the angular region em,•.Also, for any
set XC C, IX I denotes {! x!: x EX}.

THEOREM 2. Assume that the coefficients in (3) and (4) satisfy the following
three conditions:

(i) Fk E vHli.mfor k odd, and Fk E vH2i.mfor k even.

(ii) Given any compact set 8 C Cm , there exists a constant S > 0 such that
inf I Pm,.W[Fl(OJ! > S for all , E S.

(iii) There exists a J such thatJor each CT E J, the Fk(a) commute with each
other and Fk(a) > Sk(a)I, where the Sia) are positive numbers and
L;~2 Sk(a) = 00.

Then,jor each' E Cm ,{ZnC0}:'=1 converges in the uniform operator topology,
and the convergence is uniform with respect to , in any compact subset of Cm •
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Proof. By Lemmas 3 and 4, Zn E .A2i ,m and Yn E .Ali,m' We now proceed
as in the proof of Theorem 1, but fix our attention upon the angular region
em,. rather than upon Qm .• . By condition (ii) and the fact that Yn E .Ali,m ,

where S does not depend on the choice of , E 8 or of n. This implies that
II ZnWl1 < 0-1 for every' E 8 and every n. The proof is completed by using
Fair's theorem and Vitali's theorem as before.

Similarly, the proof of Corollary la can be modified to yield the next
corollary.

COROLLARY la. In addition to the hypothesis of Theorem 2, assume that £2
also satisfies condition (ii) of Theorem 2. Let Z = lim Zn . Then, Z E J(2i,m •

The following result can also be obtained without much change in the
arguments of this section.

THEOREM 3. Let the hypothesis ofTheorem 2 hold, but with the modification
that F2 replaces FI in condition (ii). Then, the conclusion of Theorem 2 holds for
{YnG)}:~l' If, in addition, Fa also satisfies condition (ii) of Theorem 2 and if
Y = lim Y n , then Y E .Ali,m .

An example of a continued fraction that satisfies the hypotheses of
Theorems 2 and 3 and Corollary 2a is the one whose coefficients are given by

qk

Fi0 = L Ak.-ofk,p,
p~l

k = 1,2,...

and satisfy the following conditions. The A k.l' are positive operators and
commute with all other Ai,;. For k odd, 0 :( r",p :( 2m. For keven,
-2m ::( rk,p ::( O. Finally, for every k, there exists an operator Ak,p > SkI,
where the Sk are positive numbers satisfying L Sk = 00.

When all rk.P are equal to either 0 or 1 for k odd and to either 0 or -I for
keven, Z (or Y) has the form for the driving-point impedance of a resistor
capacitor (or respectively, resistor-inductor) infinite ladder network.
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